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Abstract:
i) “FEBRUARY 14” means “LOVERS FESTIVAL”?...
i) “VALENTINE DAY FESTIVAL” only for “TEENAGERS”?...
iii) ”VALENTINE DAY FESTIVAL” not for “SENIOR CITIZENS”?...

NO… NO… NO…

FEBRUARY FESTIVAL OF KACHCHA THEEVU CONNECTED WITH VALENTINE DAY?...
YES… YES… YES…
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This scientific research focus that “VALENTINE DAY FESTIVAL” shall be considered connected with “BIRTH DAY FESTIVAL” or “PEACE PROMOTING FESTIVAL” rather than “LOVERS FESTIVAL” of youngsters.

This scientific research further focus that populations lived in “KACHCHA THEEVU” shall be concerned as “DIVINE POPULATIONS” (3,00,000 years ago) transformed from “WHITE PLANET” (white mars) during “DARK AGE” of universe and Diversed to various parts of world and further adopted to respective Environment conditions and continue to sustain in “three nuclear age”. The so called “Modern Human” shall be considered belong to 3rd generation population say about 50,000 years ago.

The Ancient Kachcha Theevu populations shall be considered as “SECULAR” lived as Huge Joint family having culture of worshipping only “J-RADIATION” (Zero hour Radiation) as GOD. Further annual festival during month of “FEBRURY” shall be considered celebrated since ancient time to commemorate the birthday anniversary of J-RADIATION for promoting peace among their families. It is focused that the Philosophy of VALENTINE shall mean SECULAR or ONE FAMILY.

(i)

J

PEACE
(Secular God)

(ii)
VELANTINE
(Law of Secularism)

i) Right dot PROTON (like INFANT)
ii) Left dot ELECTRON (like MOTHER)
iii) Center dot PHOTON (like FATHER)

It is further focused that during the course of time the “SECULAR FAMILY” considered become ethnically diversified families (2,00,000 years ago) and started worshipping “THIRI” as God (Kachcha Lamp)

(i)
“FEBRUARY FESTIVAL of KACHCHA THEEVU” shall be considered as “BIRTHDAY ANNIVERSARY” and worship of J-RADIATION. Worship of various family gods like Father based god, mother based god, son based god and sun as god, Earth as god, moon as god etc might be evolved during three generation of universe say γ-age, β-age, α-age.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Case study shows that FEBRUARY 14 is observed as VALENTINE DAY in various parts of world as a mark ROMANTIC LOVE especially by teenagers, youngsters, college students by exchanging greeting cards, flowers, chocolate to commemorate “St. VALENTINE” of ROME BISHOP (Around AD 496).

St. VALENTINE had any love failure?...
No... No... No...
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Further case study shows that February 14 is observed as the official feast day in the Anglican communion, Lutheran church, East Orthodox Church every year. There was ancient belief that St. Valentine brings the keys of roots, the plants, flowers to grow on this day and make the beginning of SPRING.

Further many countries like South Korea, Taiwan, China obtrbr MARCH 14, APRIL 14 similar festival like Valentine day being observed as WHITE DAY, BLACK DAY.

If so...

i) What is the significance of March 14?...

ii) What is the Significance of April 14?...

iii) What does mean Saint?...

iv) What does mean Valentine?...

VALENTINE shall be considered Godly person called as “SAINT” and promoter of PEACE. SAINT shall also mean HUMAN ANCESTOR of Earth Planet TRANSFORMED FROM WHITE PLANET
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II. HYPOTHESIS AND NARRATIONS

a) Philosophy of “MEGA STAR”?...

It is hypothesized that ‘MEGA STAR’ shall be considered as the pre-existing supernatural element of cosmo universe emits J-RADIATION during Zero hour of Universe which shall be considered responsible for spontaneous creation of Billions of NATURAL MATTERS of Universe. During expanding universe the natural human considered transformed to Earth planet during “DARK AGE” and adopted to Earth Environment and further considered evolved and having genetically varied Traits in three nuclear age of universe.

The philosophy of MEGA STAR and J-RADIATION shall be described as below. In proto-Indo-Europe root language the mega star shall be called as mathiri.

MEGA STAR
(Mathiri)
b) Philosophy of Super Scientist?

It is hypothesized that the natural human lived in white planet shall be considered as Super scientists and consider expert in Astrophysics, Astronomy who formulated the calendar of events of J-RADIATION near white hole region and position of various planets of the universe.

The hypothetical origin and growth of J-RADIATION based on Gregorian, Julian calendar system shall be described as below.

![Diagram of Super Solid (February 24)](image)

(The Moment of Beginning of Rotation of Sun, Earth, Moon on its Axis in the Early Universe say 5,00,000 years ago)

a) JANUARY 14 - The moment J-RADIATION began near white hole region
b) FEBRUARY 14 - Accretion process (growth of downward gravity)
c) FEBRUARY 24 - Birth of super solid state ‘J-CRYSTAL’ exists under Endothermic environment emanates billions of creative rays considered as souls of various natural matters (5,00,000 years ago)
d) MARCH 14 - Continuance of creation process
e) APRIL 14 - End of creation process

c) Philosophy of SAINT?

It is hypothesized that SAINT shall be considered as Godly person having highest degree of Holiness consider exists under influence of upward gravity called as Human Ancestor of earth planet. Further SAINT shall be considered as lived before origin of ‘First sun shine’ on the earth planet. The philosophy of origin of SAINT shall be described as below:
(SUPER SOLID)

(NATURAL HUMAN)

(SAINT)

(VALENTINE BISHOP)
i) Super solid is like **Mu-Tamil**
ii) Natural Human is like **Kanni Tamil**
iii) Saint is like **Kodum Tamil**
iv) Bishop is like **Sen Tamil**

d) **Etymology of word SAINT, VALENTINE?...**

   Case study shows that **SAINT** considered as derived from Latin word Sanctus means ‘**Holy**’. It is hypothesized that **SAINT** might be derived from Proto-Indo Europe root word ‘**SANTHAM**’. Santham shall mean “**PEACE**”.

![Peace (Santham)](image)

Further the word “**VALENTINE**” considered from Latin word valens means worthy, strong, powerful. It is hypothesized that the word valentine might be derived from proto Indo Europe root word **VANTHANAM**. Vantham mean “**Secular Vedha**” (or) “**Law of Peace**”.

![Law of Peace (Vanthanam)](image)

i) Right dot is like ‘**INFANT**’ (Love)
ii) Left dot is like ‘**MOTHER**’ (Mercy)
iii) Center dot is like ‘**FATHER**’ (Hope)

---

**St. VALENTINE shall mean Promoter of PEACE rather than ROMANTIC LOVER.**
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---
e) **SAINT is a secular person?...**

It is hypothesized that Saint shall be considered as **SECULAR** rather than **PRIEST**. Priest shall be considered as **NON-SECULAR** worshipping different types of Gods, deities.

---

**ST. RAMA**

**(VALENTINE FATHER)**

**JANUARY 17**

---

**ST. SEETHA**

**(VALENTINE MOTHER)**

**FEBRUARY 24**

Further the **secular law** followed by **St. Rama, St. Seetha** shall also be called as **VANTHANAM**.

i) ST shall mean **SAINT** rather than **SCHEDULED TRIBE**

ii) **VALENTINE FATHER** shall also be called as **BLACK OBAMA**

iii) **VALENTINE MOTHER** shall also be called as **BLACK AMMA**
“St. Rama, St. Seetha consider have constructed ‘GREAT EGYPTIAN PYRAMIDS’ without much difficulty as they were capable of FLYING for controlling various Astronomical objects having Head quarters at KACHCHA THEEVU in the ancient time (3,00,000 years ago)”
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f) Philosophy of Valentine day symbol?...
Case study shows that the Valentine day symbol is adopted like HEART SHAPE without any heart chambers. What it means?... It is hypothesized that the angel shall be considered as Godly person having SINGLE CHAMBER HEART. Further the SAINT shall be considered as the transformed populations to the earth planet during dark age considered having only single chamber heart. During the course of expanding Universe the heart chamber might be evolved in three nuclear age for sustainability of life to adopt varied environment with additional evolution of subsequent blood group type as described below.

i) Saint – Single Chamber Heart (AB type only)
ii) 1st Generation – Two Chamber Heart (AB, A type only)
iii) 2nd Generation – Three Chamber Heart (AB, A, B type only)
iv) 3rd Generation – Four Chamber Heart (AB, A, B, O type only)

g) Saint was created?...
It is hypothesized that SAINT shall be considered as created product due to Impact of J-RADIATION emanated from MEGA STAR of universe. Mega star shall also be called in Proto Indo root word PERIAVAR. The supernatural megastar shall be imagined as below:
III. CONCLUSION

SUPER SOLID
(February 24)

This scientific research recommends, to UNO to declare ‘February 24’ as ‘International Calendar Day’ to commemorate birth anniversary of Super Solid matter of Universe.
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